Invest 398 Seniors With Cap, Gown

For each senior might apply to itself these words of St. Paul, "I 'more fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith." With those words the Rev. Lloyd A. Mahler, O.P., class moderator, opened the address to the three hundred and ninety-eight seniors who were invested with cap and gown in traditional ceremonies held last Friday evening in the auditorium of Harkins Hall.

Inventories of the academic garb was made by the Very Rev. Robert J. Slavin, O.P., president, assisted by the Rev. Vincent C. Dore, O.P., vice-president for academic studies. Mass was celebrated by the Rev. Dennis B. McCarthy, O.P., vice-president for administration.

Fr. Mahler in his talk traced the history of the academic garments from their origin in the 12th century medieval universities of Paris and Bologna to the universal system now in vogue in American colleges and universities.

In the evening ceremonies the senior class honored the Rev. Francis A. Howley, O.P., and presented him with an engraved wrist watch. Fr. Slavin and Fr. Dore praised Fr. Howley for his many years of active service to the college.

Fr. Howley has taught at P.C. since the college was founded in 1918. During his tenure as athletic director, the college rose to heights in baseball and basketball.

Over six hundred seniors and their guests were present at the investiture ceremonies. As part of the program Henry Levin assisted by William Keene and Walter Dobson, read the class prophecy; William Plummer, the class song.

Large Gathering Expected At Frolic

A large gathering is anticipated at the frolic "Spring Frolic" to be held Saturday evening, May 12, in the auditorium of Harkins Hall.

Music for the semi-formal dance will be supplied by Ed Drew and his orchestra. Dancing will be from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Tickets for the affair will be on sale from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the ticket booth on the second floor of Harkins for the rest of this week. They are $2.50 per couple. For late-deciders tickets will also be sold at the door.

The committee extends a cordial invitation to the members of all classes to join with the freshmen in the last undergraduate dance of the year.

Ed Drew and his orchestra, which has just finished a successful engagement at Rhode Island College, will be well known throughout New England for excellent dance music. The orchestra specializes in the slow waltz, favored by college students.

The committee in keeping with its motto, "Follow the rest to the best," promises an enjoyable evening for all who attend.

PMST Arrives At PC To Set Up ROTC Unit

Interview by Joseph M. Ungaro and Leonard I. Levin

Colonel Roy P. Moss, Providence College's new Professor of Military Science and Tactics, arrived here early Saturday morning to begin his work at the college. Colonel Moss is the fourth Rhode Island member of Congress to be given an honorary degree by the college. Senators Green and Pastore and Congresswomen Fogarty have previously honored the college with honorary degrees.

Attorney General J. Howard McGrath, Senator Pastore and Congresswoman Fogarty were present for the dinner. Congresswoman Fogarty was toastmaster.

A large gathering of Providence College alumni and friends attended the dinner at the Wardman Park Hotel. Other speakers included Victor W. Storey, dinner committee chairman, and Joseph A. Ronsey, president of the club.

A number of pictures ranging from baby pictures to basketball shots, will be on display at the second annual photo show of Providence College. The club, to be held tomorrow night at 7:30 in the lounge of Harkins Hall. There is no admission fee and all are invited.

The photographs will be divided into seven categories—portraits, barely animal, architecture, scenery, and still life, with awards to be given for the best in each division. Only club members may enter photos in the contest. The photos must be turned in no later than today to Colonel Moss, or to the club president, the Cowl darkroom.

The club's banquet and award night will be held at Johnstone's Hommocks Grill Thursday evening, May 17.

Rott Head

100 Photos Entered In Camera Salon

Large Gathering

For one hundred photos, ranging from pictures to basketball, shots, will be on display at the second annual photo show of Providence College. The club, to be held tomorrow night at 7:30 in the lounge of Harkins Hall.

The greatest advantage of the ROTC program is that there was competition in dances, and other events that were planned.
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Letter To The Senior Class

Following our usual custom, I have been authorized to extend to the graduating seniors of the class of 1951 to be guests of the Alumni Association at dinner on Alumni Day, Saturday, June 2, in Harkins Hall. We plan to sit Mr. McGee at the speakers' table with the other alumni.

At the same time, I have been instructed to tender a vote of thanks to the alumni of the class of 1951 that they are welcome to all alumni activities on Alumni Day. For those members of the class who do not attend the dinner, there will be a charge of $2.00. Those planning to attend a dinner can register with the Alumni Office and on Alumni Day receive a lapel badge.

For those who plan to attend the dinner, we will issue a dinner ticket. Of course, all members of the class of 1951 should register with the Alumni Office before their meeting with congratulations and best wishes to all, I am

Very truly your,

I. B. G. Stubble '54

Alumni President

[N.B. This letter was received by the Rev. Lloyd A. Whaler, O.F.M., class prefect. The $2.00 is one-half that paid by the other Alumni.]

UbiS et Orbis

By Joseph Quinlan

On the pages of last Sunday’s papers large emphasis was put on General MacArthur’s statement that “The war is won.” For obvious reasons this is headline news for the American people must be continually firing up their zeal for the war effort. But in the light of this statement, what is the future for students of Providence College? For you, dear reader, patience. Be prepared for the MacArthur-Truman affair is no mere abstraction. It is an actual war, and this war is being fought on the frontiers of the United States. Each individual will form an opinion as to whose policy is best to fight the war, and try to convince others that their judgments are sound.

Before we, the college students of America, take any side, let us find the facts about the leaders of these men. The only way to successfully do this is in a logical manner, by the word “hello.” Casually he passes, his message in the air, not to be laughed at. However, I am writing this article for my own satisfaction. What I have tried to say is that you have every right to be informed and to have the value and the value of what he says. For if you are not, you will be more enlightened and ready to be involved in the world. This is a very important point to be made.

Letters to the Editor
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Senior Activities

Senior Outing
The site of the senior outing has been changed from Lincoln Woods to Slater Park. It was announced today by Joe McGeer, senior class president. This move was necessitated by recent state ruling closing all woods because of the forest fire hazard.

The date and the time remain the same: Monday, May 13. All seniors are urged to arrive any time after one p.m. Slater Park is located on Newport Ave. in Pawtucket, just beyond the Narragansett Bare Track.

Fireplaces will be available to those seeking refreshment. The favorite malt beverage stored in ice cools all thirsts.

Transportation will be provided for those unable to obtain a ride. Tickets are $1.25.

Class Gift
Over two-thirds of the senior class have contributed their three dollar donation to the class gift. It was announced yesterday by co-chairmen Robert Debrero and Charles Todd. The theme of the gift is the Christmas Carol and has occupied the attention of the Ivy League colleges. Their last engagement was at spring weekend of Cornell University.

The menu for the dinner will consist of prime roast rib of beef as the main course, fruit cocktail Florida for the appetizer, chicken consommé, fresh fruit strawberry royal ice cream served with cake and cookies. Demi Ties will complete the meal.

Summer Employment
5 DAYS A WEEK
HIGH COMMISSIONS
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
To Top Salesmen
CALL PA. 5-6883—BEFORE 5 P.M.

For
A Season
In the Sun

ARROW BasKet ShIrTS
Every man needs a few of these warm-weather shorts for summer—they’re the most comfortable, easy-to-care-for, practical. And fewer than ever are available for a Smart looking. Perfect with all your regular summer clothes. See them at your favorite Arrow dealer.

$1.25 to $3.95

For Hire
TUDEXEDOS
TUDEXEDOS FOR HIRE
FORMAL ATTIRE
FORMAL ATTIRE
FORMAL ATTIRE
FORMAL ATTIRE
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Jeanette McDonald Is Sedate, Polite, Cool Reporter Finds

After innumerable successes on the stage, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer offered Jeanette McDonald a role which made the world recognize her majestic ability. She made numerous pictures with Nelson Eddy, all of which were successes. Her favorite picture was "I Remember Mama." She explained: "I’ve finally discovered that people now regard me as an individual singer, not a member of a duo. In contrast with Miss McDonald, I stated that she is home, since the audience and the press are intimate with one another. "In the movies," she said, "How am I to know if I ever reached my audience?" All is well, there is a cold silence. However, after a performance on the stage, people come up and show me that I have accomplished something."

In conversation with the movie star, Miss McDonald stated that the stage is her home, since she and the audience are intimate with one another. "In the movies," she said, "How am I to know if I ever reached my audience?" All is well, there is a cold silence. However, after a performance on the stage, people come up and show me that I have accomplished something. "In contrast with Miss McDonald, I stated that she is home, since the audience and the press are intimate with one another. "In the movies," she said, "How am I to know if I ever reached my audience?" All is well, there is a cold silence. However, after a performance on the stage, people come up and show me that I have accomplished something."

In conversation with the movie star, Miss McDonald stated that the stage is her home, since the audience and the press are intimate with one another. "In the movies," she said, "How am I to know if I ever reached my audience?" All is well, there is a cold silence. However, after a performance on the stage, people come up and show me that I have accomplished something.
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By Bernard Masterson, ’53
One usually associates elegance, propriety, and a certain amount of airiness with a movie and concert star, but I assure you, that is not always the case. Last Monday it was my pleasant task to interview Miss Jeanette McDonald of theatrical fame. Expecting to find a woman surrounded by luxuries and an air of aloofness, I discovered a lady with whom you would associate every day, one with whom you would bump on the street.

In speaking in a sedate manner, Miss McDonald stated that no endeavor other than that of singing had ever entered her mind. “Ever since I can recall, I always wanted to sing out to the world,” she told me. “Singing is my life, and I have never really been much involved or diversion or task.”

It occurred only one year after finishing her voice lessons before Miss McDonald was on her way to fame. A scout from the Metropolitan Opera Company heard her the “Ave Maria” at a church one Sunday morning and that was the beginning of a career which was to bring her world renown. Her first leading role was as “Aida” in that opera, and since then, has been at almost every operatic production, her favorite being “Madam Butterfly.”

PMST
(Continued from Page 1)
training. Also during their advanced course, students will receive a subvention of $25 per month.

Colonel Miss, a native of Ft. Worth, Texas, has just returned from a tour of active duty in Korea. She was there from July 11, 1950, to January 27, 1951. Prior to her assignment to Korea she was on special assignment for two months at Ft. Eustis, Va. Prior to his service in Korea he was at Ft. Eustis for five months.

Colonel Miss will reside at 25 Ta- ber Avenue, Providence. During his stay in Providence he will be under the authority of the Military District of Rhode Island, New England Sub-Area of the First Army.

Colonel and Mrs. Miss are the parents of two children, one having been married as their marriage: the eldest son, a graduate of the University of Texas, is a commercial pilot and a captain in the Marine Corps Reserve. The younger son will graduate from the College of William and Mary this June and will enter the Marine Corps.

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs
Registration—Sept. 4—10, 1951
Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET BOSTON, MASS. 02116

Learn Typewriting
For efficient personal or in your college and business work
SUMMER SESSION
Full Day, Morning, or Evening
July 5 to August 10
Shorthand and Accounting also offered
The Tabbutt-Hubbard School
5 Cottage Street, Pawtucket
Intensive Course in Typing Fundamentals
June 18 to 29—10 to 12
Frians In Action

Varsity Nine To Play Four Games In Six Days

By Gil Ciripano

Providence College will embark on the second half of its twenty-two game schedule this week with a rugged slate of games against a tough set of opponents.

Starting with the University of Rhode Island at Kingston today, the Friars will follow up against Holy Cross at Worcester on Saturday. The Friars return to familiar sectional honors.

After a slow start the Bang-offs, although he was in a dual meet at Fitton Field. The Friars dropped rounds on the ruggered schedule with a game here on Tuesday afternoon.

All these teams are strong clubs and rate among the leading aspirants for sectional honors.

Record is 5-6

Since returning home, the Friars have played and lost to American International and Boston College, putting them under the 500 mark with a 5-6 record.

In no defeat has the Friar batting been "disgraced." They have been hit, but not exceptionally hard, and there have been moments of wildness, but never extended. In their first eleven contests, P. C. hitting with Bill Mullen, Bill Keenan, and Bill Keenan, has held up pretty well. Fielding lapses and hitting difficulties have been the bug-a-boo in the majority of defeats.

McKeon Good in Relief

In Saturday's game against A. L. C., McKeon did a very creditable job after replacing Higgins and he might have had better fortune but for a misplayed fly in the field. Mullahin likewise put on a respectable performance against Boston College on Sunday.

Although yielding eight passes, Mullahin was no "wild man." Mury had his pitches just missing the corners. The hitting of B. C.'s, the usual path to victory, has been hard to find during the early games and his bat has been hit by a number of passes taken in by the Friars.

With the season's schedule at the Friar is an important game with a very well rounded running contingent. Intercollegiate honor has given promise of turning to its account some promise. Vince Mata in these early successes have been commendable.

The Friar captain finds himself in top physical trim after a long period of soreness. The opportunity to score might have been greater.

Eagle Error Helps

The Friars scored their two runs against B. C. on an error by the shortstop. Nissel, who hit the ball, cannot be termed "lucky." He has been hitting the ball fairly hard in recent games, but mostly into the hands of opposing fielders.

The major opposition this week will be provided by the traditional rivals, the U. R. L. Holy Cross and Brown. The Bruins also threw a no hitter against P. C. in one of their victories. The score was 1-3 and the pitcher, Freddie Kopf, is back again this year.

St. John's will be out for revenge when they face the Friars Sunday. Providence beat the Redmen 5-6 in New York. McKeon pitched a fine seven hitter in that game.

DRESSES CLOTHES RENTING Tuxedos—Tails—Summer Formal

READ & WHITE PROVIDENCE 171 WESTMINSTER ST. 1-4233
Pawtucket 1 NO. UNION ST. 3-3124
J. Austin Quick, '29

P.S. It Costs No More To Have The Best

By John Calista

Leading the 1951 Friar baseball team are the Providence College adherents hopes is a successful season, and team the hustling of.

Isaac, a model and unassuming senior, built from St. John's Park, and is extremely popular both on and off the diamond.

In addition to being one of the baseball co-captains, Isaac had the added distinction of serving as one of this basketball quintet's tri-captains during the recent concluded season, a feat which, along with Isaac's popularity and of leadership.

Playing in his third year of varsity baseball, Isaac is a right handed pitcher the center field position on the team. Possesses a strong arm and fast afiield, Isaac is a key operative in Coach Hal Martin's "down the middle" defensive alignment.

Offensively, the St. John's speed helps a Utility hitter who currently holds down the important number five spot in the batting order and in adding strength to the long ball.

After an arduous basketball season, Isaac took a well deserved rest, a fact which should enable him to play at top speed all season long and enjoy his baseball.

Contello is a senior from Norwood, Mass., and is also playing in his third year of varsity baseball. Isaac is also a native of the right field. Isaac is an efficient, determined, straining strength to the club's outer cordon.

I'm impressed with what Coach Martin terms "perfect baseball action" on the Diamond. Isaac is most suited for the short line position.

This spring, the Norwood captain finds himself in top physical trim after a long period of soreness. The Friar is an important game with a well rounded running contingent. The Friar captain finds himself in top physical trim after a long period of soreness. The Friar is an important game with a well rounded running contingent.

The Providence College freshmen were allowed to enjoy the beating Stonehill, 3-4, and then they turned around and dropped a 3-2 decision to Hamilton. Joe Drury went the route for the Stonehill win, scaling the hitting of the Friars' fellows, and pitching well enough for the Friars to make it two straight with a victory over the opposition.'

The Providence College freshmen were allowed to enjoy the beating Stonehill, 3-4, and then they turned around and dropped a 3-2 decision to Hamilton. Joe Drury went the route for the Stonehill win, scaling the hitting of the Friars' fellows, and pitching well enough for the Friars to make it two straight with a victory over the opposition.

Phil Griffin

By Jim Marshall

The Friar track teams, freshman and varsity, face two meet this week-end opening in dual engagements with their cross-town rivals, Brown University, at the stadium on Eimgrove Avenue this afternoon.

The Friar teams, under the tutelage of Coach Hal Martin, have been working well for the coming season. They have trained hard, and all the Friars have been on their toes, including the Beavers too have a balanced team, although their runners are field events men and thus will have no one with each other.

Matt Mullen, Smith, and Mac, are strong in the field events and their group, in the majority group of Brown and White respectively.

This scoring spree might have been in vain but it not been for the tireless engine of manager Roce, who begged his players, "Times two to go.

Roce started the Bang-offs finally reached their peak load Friday when they nipped the Stumps in a close one. Unlike their previous victory streak to two games.
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Dormurals

By Eli Stillman

After a 1-5 start the Bang-offs finally reached their peak load Friday when they nipped the Stumps in a close one. Unlike their previous victory streak to two games.
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Drewmen Nip Stonehill, 4-3, Then Lose To Holy Cross, 5-3

By John Salesses
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Waldman Elected Proxy
Of Greater Providence Club

Election of officers and formulation of final plans for the Spring Frolic to be held on May 18 was the program for the final meeting of the Providence Club. The event was held at the Roger Williams Post on Smith Street last Monday night.

President Robert Ryan conducted the elections. Selected to fill the posts for next year were: President, Larry Waldman; vice-president, Harry Bohlin; secretary, George Murphy; and treasurer, Ralph Jarvis.

Ticket returns for the coming dance were made. The co-chairmen of the event, Thomas Giverson and Robert Farrelly, announced final plans and stated that all arrangements for orchestra and location have been taken care of. The dance will take place at the Roger Williams Park Casino. The co-chairmen stated that as a special feature liquid refreshments would be available.

Entertainment after the business meeting consisted of movies of the Louis-Canna fight and an old time comedy. Refreshments were served.

CHRISTE FELD WINNERS
The winners of this week's Chesterfield contest are Armand Brand, James B. Gannon and Tom Keating.

Support the Catholic Charity Fund Appeal

The orchestra and some of the cast of "Guys 'N' Ivy" in action during the second act of the Pyramid Players' presentation. The musical played to capacity audiences Sunday, Monday and Tuesday nights.

"Guys 'N' Ivy" . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

The Players Present

The cast, both male and female, did a commendable job. Especially notable was the work of Bill McMahan and Jim Marshall in providing a continuous flow of comedy. Mr. McMahan was, to this reviewer, sensational as Vaclav Lugobowitz.

The new Providence College orchestra really came into its own with their premiere performances just concluded. That such an aggregation could be formed, rehearsed, and be integrated with the staging of the musical is amazing considering the relatively short time at their disposal.

A great deal of commendation is in order for the stage crew. These men, unheralded in the reviews of famous Broadway critics, are indispensible. They proved by their great work in "Guys 'N' Ivy." Without their efforts there just wouldn't have been any show at all. It is in order here to mention their names and offer them congratulations for a job well done. They were: Joe Boyd, assistant to the director, Charles Bandefield, Arthur Daglis, Stan Grivers, and Neil Kelly. A final word of praise is also due Ed Leonard, who designed the sets.

Our Advertisers
Are P. C.
Price-Savers

The best place in town
to buy men's shoes

Paul's
Alexander Mason
119 Mathews St.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The best place in town
to buy men's shoes

P A U L ' S
A L E N D R
M A S O N

119 MATHESON ST.

American Tobacco Company

Original Iavazzo's Pizza

Free Delivery
210 Atwells Ave.
Providence, R. I.

Manning 1-6707
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Classical Review

By Tom Leddy

The Westminster Recording Society has released some excellent records among which are Jacques Ibert's Suite Elisabethine recorded by the Vienna Symphony, assisted by the Women's Choir of the Vienna Akademie Kammerchoir under Enzy Losek, soloist. The suite by this accomplished, post-Italian French composer, is an invigorating neo-classical stylization of English renaissance dances by John Blow, Orlando Gibbons, and Henry Purcell. Originally intended as incidental music for a production of Midsummer's Night Dream, it possesses much of Shakespeare's sprightly magic, being written for the higher registers of winds and strings without cellos and basses. The work stands primarily, however, as a generic study in Elizabethan musicology seen in the transparent mist of modern Parian orchestration.

On the same record are Capriccios and divertimenti by the same composer. Haydn's symphonies. 102 in B flat major and 97 in C major are very interesting studies in late Haydn. The 102, while disappointing to the listener whose love of Haydn is founded on symphonies such as his 93 and 94, becomes an inexpressible proof of Haydn's departure from orthodoxy in the realm of nature to the student who criticizes music from philosophico-theological criteria.

Beethoven's symphony in A major and Haydn's octet on the other side are excellently recorded, as is Beethoven's Prize on another two records. The incomparable Wanda Landowska's treatment of Bach's Well Tempered Clavier is a must. At first listening, the multiple preludes and fugues seem so many unformed studies for keyboard, but a few playings render each a minute creation.

Mozart is well represented on Westminster Recordings. Especially fine are his Quartet for Oboe and Strings, Divertimento for Clarinet and Two Bassoons, and Quartet for Flute and Strings. The last is a remarkably fine indication of Mozart's lyrical mastery. The Divertimento is an excellent study in chamber music harmony and the oboe opus an accomplishment of monophonic development.

The incomparable Wanda Landowska's recorded Bach's Well Tempered Clavier is a must. At first listening, the multiple preludes and fugues seem so many unformed studies for keyboard, but a few playings render each a minute creation.

Mozart is well represented on Westminster Recordings. Especially fine are his Quartet for Oboe and Strings, Divertimento for Clarinet and Two Bassoons, and Quartet for Flute and Strings. The last is a remarkably fine indication of Mozart's lyrical mastery. The Divertimento is an excellent study in chamber music harmony and the oboe opus an accomplishment of monophonic development.

The orchestra and some of the cast of "Guys 'N' Ivy" in action during the second act of the Pyramid Players' presentation. The musical played to capacity audiences Sunday, Monday and Tuesday nights.
Approximately eighty junior and senior pre-meds, members of the Albertus Magnus Club, met at Oates’ Tavern for their annual banquet last Wednesday night.

The Very Rev. Robert J. Slavin, O.P., president, highlighted the evening with an address emphasizing the harmony and inter-dependence existing between science and wisdom.

Other guests seated at the head table were the Rev. Raymond S. McGonagle, O.P., moderator of the club; the Rev. Nicholas Serror, O.P.; the Rev. George C. McFerran, O.P.; Joseph Hanley, Dr. William Fish, and Carl Lauro.

Also, the club officers: Antonio Marks, ‘51, president; Thomas Martin, ‘52, vice president; Joseph Murphy, ‘51, treasurer, and Edward Gould, ‘52, secretary.

---

**Track Results . . .**

(Continued from Page 4)

Cross varsity were Dan Kelley (16), Jim McManus (10), and Dick Ahern (8).

Ken Pederzani’s victories in the shot, discus, and javelin events and Bob Dugas’ firsts in the 100-yard and 220-yard dashes paved the way for a P. C. freshman victory over the Crusaders. Pederzani’s fine work made him the only triple crown winner of the afternoon.

The Friar frosh continue to show a well-rounded team. They are particularly strong in the field events.

---

**Investing Seniors**

The Very Rev. Robert J. Slavin, O.P., President of Providence College, investing one of the 208 Seniors who received Caps and Gowns at traditional ceremonies held last Friday morning in the auditorium of Harkins Hall.

---

**To Hear O’Brien**

Jerry O’Brien, sportscaster on a local radio station, will be the featured speaker at the Ship and Scales Club meeting which will be held tonight at 8:15 in the upstairs dining room of Oates’ Tavern.

Business at the meeting will include election and installation of officers.

---

**Attention Dorm Students**

**SMITH HILL SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY**

17 CAMDEN AVENUE

Junction Smith & Chalkstone